Outdoor Flyscreen Blind

SummerScreen
Installation Instructions

Width Extenders*

TM

CAUTION: ALWAYS HAVE BLIND ROLLED UP DURING HIGH WINDS.

M AR K
MEASURE

Step One
Using a metal tape
measure, measure
the area where
blind is to be fitted.
Align blind on
structure & mark
installation points
ensuring blind is
centred
and 100%
level/flat.

M E AS U R E

*Sold Separately

REPLACE
WITH
EXTENDER
PIECE

R EM OVE
EXISTING
SIDE

Width Extenders are
available to increase the
width of your blind by 5cm,
10cm or 15cm.
Simply un-zip existing blind
side & replace Extender to
cover larger openings.

Available in:
•5cm •10cm •15cm

Extenders can be used on
either one side or both sides
of the blind.

Wall Anchors*

SECURE INTO
MARKED POSITION

Step Two
Pre-Drill structure at
points marked to
ensure no splitting
of timber.
Lift into place and
secure using
installation fittings
included in pack.

*Sold Separately

S LI D E

D R I LL

Roll blind down
entirely.

WARNING

To avoid creating a possible strangulation hazard for children, the corded internal
window covering must be installed in such a way that a loose cord cannot form a
loop 220mm or longer at a height of less than 1600mm above floor level.
A cord guide may be installed lower than 1600mm above floor level if the
cord is sufficiently secured or tensioned to prevent a loop 220mm or longer
from being formed.
If a cord guide is installed lower than 1600mm above floor level it must be
designed to prevent a child from being able to remove the cord.
If a cleat is used to secure the cord it must be at least 1600mm above floor
level because a child is capable of unwinding a cord from a cleat.

TENSION B L IND
AND FIX SIDE
INTO PL ACE

Wall Anchors are used to
eliminate gaps for greater
product coverage.
Simply slide blind sides
through Wall Anchor, gently
add tension to flatted out
blind & fix Side Seals onto
the structure.

Cord Operation
Twin Dual Pulleys allow for either right of left hand side
operation. Blinds come pre-set with right side operation,
to switch to left side, simply remove Tassels from cord
ends, unclip cords from blind and re-feed cords through
pulleys as per diagram below.
RIGHT SIDE OPERATION

LEFT SIDE OPERATION

Zip Joiner
A bonus Zip Joiner
has been included in
this pack to join blinds
together if required.
REMOVE
EX IS T IN G
S I DE S

REPLACE
W ITH
J OINER

Simply un-zip existing
blind side & replace
with Joiner to create
doorways or cover
extra large openings.
CORD 1

CORD 2

CORD 2

CORD 1

CAUTION: ALWAYS HAVE BLIND ROLLED UP DURING HIGH WINDS.

